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Dalton and Dillon 

 Dalton and Dillon are brothers.  They are similar to an extent; however, there are many 

differences between them.  Some of the differences are the way they look, the way they dress, 

and the way their attitude about things makes each of them unique individuals. 

 Dalton is eleven years old.  He is five feet tall and wears a size seven in men’s shoes.  His 

hair is brown with just a slight hint of blonde sun streaks through it.  He is tall, slim, and green-

eyed, and his face has a faint splatter of painted-on freckles covering his nose and cheeks. 

 Dillon is seven years old.  He is four-foot-six and wears a youth size five-and-a-half shoe.  

His hair is blonde, and it sticks up in the air all over his head, as if he has electricity running 

through his body.  His build is chunky but solid, reminding one of a football player.  He has big 

droopy blue eyes and the fattest, most-squeezable cheeks one could imagine. 

 Besides looks, the way each of these boys dresses is also different.  Dalton is very neat 

and organized when it comes to his clothes.  He mainly wears shirts that button, but there are 

times he will wear t-shirts too.  His jeans have to hang precisely to the top of his boots but cannot 

dare wrinkle over his boots.  After he gets both the jeans and shirt on, he proceeds to tuck the 

shirt in his jeans with all the buttons and the zipper on the jeans forming a straight line in unison 

with one another.  If, by chance, he does wear a t-shirt, he would tuck it in his jeans also.  When 

Dalton is completely dressed, there is a resemblance of a disciplined military general ready for 

duty. 
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 In contrast, Dillon is a slouch.  The bigger or baggier the shirts, shorts, or jeans, the better 

he likes them.  He wears t-shirts the majority of the time, but there are rare occasions when he 

will wear a button-up shirt.  He never tucks his shirts in his jeans; he prefers them to hang on the 

outside instead.  The bottom of Dillon’s jeans looks as if a mad lawnmower had run over them 

because he walks with them dragging the ground.  When he gets completely dressed, Dillon 

looks like a painting with colors splashed in every direction imaginable with no set focus 

anywhere. 

 The way Dalton and Dillon dress is quite different; however, their attitudes are what set 

these two apart as different and unique individuals. Dalton is inquisitive about how things work 

and about how to invent new things.  He loves to learn new stuff and is fascinated with old stuff.  

His favorite television stations are The History Channel, Discovery Wings Channel, and The 

Learning Channel.  Dalton is very energetic, quiet, and never gives up on anything.  If something 

is broken, Dalton will find a way to fix the broken object, regardless of how long it might take or 

what it may look like when he is finished. 

 On the other hand, Dillon is laidback, easygoing, and just a tad lazy.  He loves to watch 

cartoons, and he would prefer that people wait on him.  Dillon is tenderhearted and tries to look 

after the kids his own age while they are playing because they are smaller than he is.  If someone 

needed a little bear to cuddle with while he or she is down in the dumps, Dillon is the one to 

choose. 

 Dalton is tall and slim.  Dillon is chunky but solid built.  Dalton dresses in a precise, 

disciplined way.  Dillon dresses sloppily.  Dalton is inquisitive.  Dillon is easygoing and laid 

back.  Dalton and Dillon are clearly unique individuals. 


